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Canon EOS R5 + RF 24-105mm F4L IS

  

Next-level image quality and breathtaking performance for professional photographers and filmmakers. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerCanon 

Description 

Whatever you shoot, the Canon EOS R5 lets you be creative in ways you couldn’t before, capturing 45 megapixel photos at up to 20 fps¹ with
electronic shutter or at 12 fps¹ with a mechanical shutter and full-frame RAW video at 8K. Those shooting portraits, travel photography and
wedding photography will love the camera’s AF system – programmed using deep-learning AI to track heads, faces and eyes of people keep
them in sharp focus. The EOS R5 also recognises members of the cat and dog families and even birds – great for wildlife photography.
Outstanding 12-bit 8K RAW video can be captured by this 8K camera, while 4:2:2 10 bit 4K footage can be shot at frame rates up to 120p for
superb slow-motion effects. Advanced wireless gives the ability to upload directly to your image.canon cloud, use remote FTP servers and share
photos via your smart device.

Vast dynamic range tackles all light
Shoot superb full-frame 45 megapixel photos, capturing intricate details and expansive dynamic range. Max ISO 51,200 and -6EV AF ensure
excellent low-light performance from this full frame mirrorless camera.

Capture your story, whatever the subject
This 8K mirrorless camera is ideal for everything from wedding photography and portraiture to travel photography, photojournalism and
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landscapes. Its 20 fps¹ burst shooting also makes it a great camera for wildlife and sports.

Freeze time with 20 fps
Capture fleeting moments in time, shooting at up to 20 fps¹ with a silent electronic shutter, and up to 12 fps¹ with a mechanical shutter – all
accompanied by continuous tracking AF that focuses in as little as 0.05 sec³. A high-speed DIGIC X processor offers new levels of image
processing.

Be steady, silent and discreet
Use long shutter speeds in new ways: the EOS R5 incorporates a 5-axis Image Stabilizer that can work together with a lens’s own IS system to
deliver up to 8 stops² of protection against camera shake. A new low-noise shutter helps you stay discreet.

Video has never looked better in 8K
Video has never looked so good: 12-bit 8K RAW footage captures an astonishing amount of detail, while 4:2:2 10-bit 4K can be shot at frame
rates up to 120 fps for slow-motion like never before, or oversampled from 8K for exquisite detail.

Also included in the kit
This kit comes with our RF 24-105mm F4L IS USM lens. This L-Series optic offers a versatile zoom range in a compact design – perfect for
portraits, travel and landscapes. Focus with a near-silent, superfast, nano USM AF motor and create atmospheric bokeh with a 9-bladed
aperture diaphragm. Like the EOS R5 itself, this lens is resistant to dust and moisture.
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